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Abstract. A method is proposed for the classification of integrable embeddings
of (2 + 2)-dimensional supermanifolds V2\2 into an enveloping superspace
supplied with the structure of a Lie superalgebra. The approach is first applied
to the "even part" of the scheme, i.e. for the embeddings of 2-dimensional
manifolds V2 into Riemannian or non-Riemannian enveloping space. The
general consideration is also illustrated by the example of superspaces supplied
with the structure of the series sl(n, n +1), whose integrable supermanifolds are
described by supersymmetrical 2-dimensional Toda lattice type equations. In
particular, for n = 1 they are described by the supersymmetrical Liouville and
Sine-Gordon equations.

1.
This paper is mainly devoted to a construction for classifying integrable
embeddings of (2 + 2)-dimensional supermanifolds V2\2 into the enveloping
superspace VN\M supplied with the structure of a finite-dimensional Lie
superalgebra @ = © O Θ © Ϊ (with the product [,]), whose Z-grading
© = 0 ©w, [®m, © J C ©W+Λ is consistent with the Z2-grading, i.e. © 6 = θ©2m>
meZ

J

I = Φ®2»+1

Henceforth we use the following definitions. Denote
9WZ; 3) = [d/dZ* + 3ΛZ), dldZ* + ^ ( Z ) ] ,
r

1^9l<95^9 l + 9K, where 3^ =

Σ

dk(Z)Fκ

(l.l)
a r es o m e

functions of Z* taking

values in the Grassmann hull dΰ(A) of the superalgebra © with the basis
Fκ,3me(δ(Λ); ZΛ = yA, 1^A^% are usual Cartesian coordinates, ZΩ+* = ΘΩ,
1 ^Ω^SDΪ, are canonical generators of the Grassmann algebra Am.
By a grading spectrum of A± we understand the choice of a Z-grading of the
superalgebra © and the condition that for 9t = 2,501 = 0 the operators ^4+(z+,z_)

